The Micro-Start **CLAMPLESS HARNESS** was made so that a rider or driver can quickly & easily jump start their vehicle using just their MICRO-START without the need for the jumper-clamps, or having to remove the seat on your motorcycle. It is a 12” (300mm) harness that connects directly to the battery while the other end plugs directly into the Micro-Start’s jumpstart port. It adds convenience and saves time if the situation arises when you have to jump start your vehicle. No need to get out your Micro-Start jumper clamps! Simply connect the Micro-Start XP-10 directly to this harness and jump-start your vehicle!

**MSRP $18.99**

**PACKAGE INCLUDES**
+ 1pc CLAMPLESS STARTING HARNESS MSA-10B

**FEATURES**
+ ALLOWS QUICK & EASY JUMP-STARTING
+ CONNECTS DIRECTLY TO BATTERY
+ ELIMINATE NEED FOR JUMPER CLAMPS
+ WORKS WITH ALL XP-10 MICRO-START'S

**SPECS**
+ LENGTH: 12” (300mm)

**COMPATIBLE WITH**:
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